In this paper, we present computational models to predict Twitter users' attitude towards a specific brand through their personal and social characteristics. We also predict their likelihood to take different actions based on their attitudes. In order to operationalize our research on users' attitude and actions, we collected ground-truth data through surveys of Twitter users. We have conducted experiments using two real world datasets to validate the effectiveness of our attitude and action prediction framework. Finally, we show how our models can be integrated with a visual analytics system for customer intervention.
Introduction
In the last few years, social media such as Twitter has emerged, and different brands have social media presence to attract their potential customers. People express various opinions about such brands in social media. Some people may like a brand (e.g., Delta Airlines, Fitbit), some may show neutral attitude, and others may dislike the brand. Some may have formed an attitude towards a brand very recently, and others may have an attitude for quite a long time. Some people have attitude with higher confidence than others, some may remember their attitude well and some are more likely to change their attitudes. People also take different actions (e.g., buy a product/service corresponding to that brand, recommend others to buy) based on their attitude about a brand.
As a concrete example, consider a Twitter user John who has somewhat negative attitude towards Delta Airlines. He just started to use this airline, remembers his attitude well, not very confident about his current attitude and likely to change his attitude if Delta Airlines offers a better service. He is also somewhat likely to buy a ticket of his next trip from Delta Airlines, but is unlikely to recommend others to use this airline. Another user Zen has very positive attitude towards Delta Airlines, using this for many years, remembers her attitude well, is quite confident about her attitude, and is unlikely to change her attitude even if quality of serThis is an extended version of a previously published IUI 2016 paper from same authors. http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2856800 vice offered by Delta slightly drops. She is very likely to buy a ticket from Delta Airlines for her next trip, and recommend her friends to use this airline Prior works on sentiment/opinion analysis , Li et al. 2012 can be useful to know whether a user may like/dislike a brand. A recent work on attitude modeling (Gao et al. 2014 ) also describe inferring attitude towards controversial topics in terms of sentiment, opinion and actions. However, such works do not address whether such attitudes are persistent (e.g., an individual formed an attitude for a long time) or temporary (e.g., an individual formed an attitude recently). They also do not provide the strength of attitude (e.g., whether the individual has attitude with high/low confidence). Furthermore, they do not address how well a user remembers his/her attitude or whether the user is likely to change the attitude. Such fine-grained information of consumer attitude can be useful for social media marketers who would directly engage such consumers on social media platforms (Jansen et al. 2009 ). Furthermore, predicting social media actions (e.g., retweeting a tweet) as described in Gao et al. (2014) is inadequate for such direct engagement scenario where marketers would be more interested to know whether a consumer will take actions outside the social media (e.g., buying a product of that brand, or recommending a friend).
Motivated by such a need, we present computational models to predict a Twitter user's attitude in terms of a number of characteristics such as attitude favorability (How much a consumer likes or dislikes an attitude object), attitude persistence (whether an attitude is persistent), attitude confidence (strength of attitude), attitude accessibility (How well a consumer remembers attitude about the object) and attitude resistance (How likely a consumer keeps the present attitude). Our work is inspired by marketing literature where attitude is described in terms of such characteristics (Hoyer et al. 2008) .
Since there are no publicly available ground truth data of attitude characteristics, we have collected such data using self-report surveys conducted among Twitter users. Using the ground-truth data, we developed statistical models to predict users' attitude. Our classification based models of attitude characteristics are based on features extracted from users' historical tweets. Such models can classify whether a user has specific characteristics of attitude, and also output the likelihood of those attitude characteristics. We have also developed statistical models to infer likelihood of different action intentions 1 (e.g., intention to buy a product) based on one's attitude. Similar to our models for predicting different attitude characteristics, our models for predicting action intentions are also trained from features derived from users' historical tweets. Since a person may not have any attitude towards a particular brand, it is useful to first identify potential Twitter users who have attitude towards the brand and then apply attitude and action models. In this work, we assume that users who mentioned a brand has an attitude towards the brand, and use simple keyword filtering to identify such users before applying attitude and action models.
We performed extensive experiments using two real world datasets to validate the effectiveness of our models. For attitude characteristics, we observed mixed result. While attitude favorability can be predicted within 65-69% AUC, prediction accuracies of other characteristics are low to moderate (52-59% AUC). Action intentions can be predicted within 56-67% AUC. We have also integrated our prediction models with a visual analytics system that recommends Twitter users with specific attitude towards a brand, and thus allows potential intervention. Below we list the summary of contributions of this work:
 A survey study of understanding attitude of Twitter user towards multiple brands.
 Models to predict attitude of Twitter users towards a brand in terms of a set of characteristics.  Models to predict users' intention to take different actions based on their attitudes.  Experiments demonstrating the effectiveness of our models.  A visual analytic system that integrates our models and allows customer intervention.
Related Work
Our work is related to a number of prior works on attitude modeling, sentiment/opinion analysis, and behavior prediction. The work most closely relates to ours is the recent work of Gao et. al. on modeling user's attitude towards controversial topics (Gao et al. 2014) . Their work is inspired by a theoretical framework in psychological and marketing research on attitudes and attitude model, where attitude is defined as a unified concept containing three aspects: "feelings", "beliefs", and "actions" (McGuire et al. 1968 , Eagly et al. 1993 , Schiman et al. 2010 .
Their model can capture such aspects, and can predict user's attitude in terms of them. However, they have trained models from ground-truth observable from Twitter data that has a number of limitations. First, in their model re-tweets are considered as an action towards supporting a topic, which may not be reliable when re-tweets may not mean an endorsement. Second, observable ground truth of Twitter actions (such as re-tweets, tweeting) cannot capture actions (e.g., buying a product or recommending others to buy) or action intentions (intention to buy a product) which has impact beyond social media. In contrast to Gao et al., we have adopted a survey-based approach to collect ground-truth of attitudes and action intentions from Twitter users. This gives us reliable ground-truth data as well as provides us an opportunity to model action intentions that can impact beyond social media (e.g., intention to buy a product). Furthermore, we have also modeled fine-grained attitude characteristics such as attitude persistence, attitude confidence, attitude accessibility and attitude resistance, which were beyond the scope of Gao et al (2014) .
Our model of attitude favorability is also related to a wide number of researches on opinion and sentiment analysis (Pang et al. 2008 , Abu-Jbara et al. 2012 , Li et al. 2012 ). There are previous works to detect sentiment from various forms of text data such as documents, blogs, and tweets. Li et al. described a Topic-Level Opinion Influence Model (TOIM) that jointly incorporates topic factor and social influence in a two-stage probabilistic framework (Li et al. 2012) . Lin et al. proposed an unsupervised probabilistic modeling framework based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to detect sentiment and topic simultaneously from text (Lin et al. 2009 ). Li et el. described sentiment detection from micro-blogs using collaborative learning approach . Recently, Hu et al. proposed sentiment analysis using social signals in both supervised and unsupervised ways (Hu et al. 2013a , Hu et al. 2013b ). Prior works also described aggregating message level sentiments to infer a social media user's overall sentiment toward a target, or predicting a user's opinion/sentiment toward a topic/target. Kim et al. proposed user-level sentiment prediction using collaborative filtering approach (Kim et al. 2013 ). Tan et al. described user-level sentiment analysis using social network information (Tan et al. 2011) . We are inspired by existing works on user level sentiment analysis towards a topic/target to develop supervised models of attitude favorability. However, in this work we also investigate how this attitude component affects prediction of other attitude components in a joint prediction using iterative classification.
Our prediction of action intentions (e.g., buy/recommend) from social media updates of users relate to a wide number of prior works on behavior prediction from social media (Mahmud et al. 2013 , Feng et al. 2013 , Yang et al. 2010 , Hannon et al. 2010 . Such works predict observable social media action/behavior such as replies, retweets or follow behavior. In contrast, we aim to predict action intentions, which are not observable in social media. Our models to predict such action intention is also developed from ground truth collected from self-reported action intentions in-contrast to observable ground truth such as replies, retweets. 
Survey Study -Methodology
Since there is no publicly available dataset on attitude of Twitter users towards a product/service, we collected two real-world datasets from Twitter. Our first dataset is about "Delta" airlines, and the second dataset is about "Fitbit" exercise equipment. Note that, we wanted to collect datasets for two popular brands, and at the same time brands which are quite different. Both the brands are quite popular (lot of people talk about them in Twitter) and they represent two different market segment: travel and health-care.
Survey Questions:
We created the surveys using SurveyGizmo (http://www.surveygizmo.com/), a popular survey-building tool. Our survey questions were designed to capture various aspects of attitude (Hoyet et al. 2008 ). Table 1 and 2 shows questions that were included in the Delta survey. Similarly, We identified 7534 Twitter users who tweeted about "Delta" airlines during March 2014 to June 2014. They were identified using the keyword @delta in Twitter's Search API. We sent them requests to participate in our survey. To do so, we constructed 6 Twitter accounts and these accounts were used for sending the surveys. We wanted to create multiple Twitter accounts to engage Twitter users in our survey so that we could overcome rate limits associated with sending many messages from a single Twitter account and also risk of being suspended for sending too many similar messages. These accounts were constructed in a way to appear as genuine as possible, so that a survey request from them does not appear to be a phishing or marketing campaign to target users and the risk of them getting marked as spam by Twitter is mitigated. There was no specific reason for creating 6, however, that many accounts were adequate for our message sending purpose. We offered $50 Amazon gift card to 1 out of every 100 survey participants. Similarly, we identified 5261 Twitter users who tweeted about "Fitbit" exercise equipment (identified using the keyword @fitbit in Twitter's Search API), and sent request to participate in our survey. Similar to our "Delta" airlines survey, we created 6 Twitter accounts to send survey requests to Twitter users and we offered $50 Amazon gift card to 1 out of every 100 survey participants. We ensured that each participant took the survey only once.
Survey Responses:
823 users responded to our Delta survey (10.9% response rate) and 507 users responded to our Fitbit (9.6% response rate) survey. We manually inspected survey responses and removed incomplete responses. Finally, we had 751 survey responses for Delta and 447 survey responses for Fitbit. For each user who responded, we collected their most recent 3200 tweets (max limit enforced by Twitter) using Twitter's REST API. If they had less than 3200 tweets, then we collected all their tweets. We computed mean, standard deviation and correlations between attitude variables and actions. 
").
Some people mentioned that they want to complain to customer service ("I will report complain to their customer service department next time", "sending a complaint to fitbit"). Other responses include telling others to cancel membership ("Don't plan to buy ticket from Delta, I will tell my friends to cancel their membership"), increasing status ("I will try to get the silver status"), participate in more surveys ("I will participate in surveys to tell my feedback about Delta").
Classification Approaches
Here we describe classification models to classify various attitude dimensions and action intentions.
Attitude Characteristics Classification
We developed statistical models to classify each attitude characteristics. Such models used a set of features extracted from users' historical tweets. For simplicity, we developed binary classifiers for each attitude characteristics. Thus, we first converted each attitude characteristics into binary values (using mean of scale as threshold).
Feature Extraction.
We extract a set of features for attitude classification, which are described below.
 Unigram features:
This feature represents all unigrams extracted from tweets.  Sentiment features: We use a sentiment/opinion dictionary 2 that contains a list of words with their positive/negative sentiment polarity. We count total number of positive/negative words in user's tweets and used that positive and negative counts as features.  Context-based Sentiment/Opinion feature: This is similar to the above sentiment/opinion feature; however, it looks for sentiment words that appear in the surrounding area of the brand name (e.g., textual patterns like "awesome delta"). Thus, we counted how many times positive sentiment words in the dictionary co-occur with the brand name and how many times negative sentiment words in the dictionary co-occur with the brand name and used those counts as feature values.  Domain-specific sentiment feature: This feature is similar to the above Context-based Sentiment/Opinion feature, however, it is computed by matching words in users' tweets with a domain-specific sentiment dictionary. Words in such dictionary does not appear in general sentiment dictionary. Domain-specific sentiment dictionary is constructed from training users' tweets. From such tweets, we compute a sentiment score for each word that co-occurs with the brand keyword (e.g., delta) where such score represents how likely this word appears with the brand word in positive/negative context. If positive score for a word outperforms negative score by a certain threshold or vice versa, such word is added to the domain specific sentiment dictionary.  Length of use feature: This feature aims to capture the attitude-persistence of a user. It is obtained by taking the timestamp difference of a user's latest and oldest mention of the brand.  Frequency feature: This feature represents how often the user mentions the brand.
Statistical Models.
Once we computed the above mentioned features, we developed statistical models using WEKA (Witten et al. 2011) . We tried a number of classifiers such as Naive Bayes, SMO (SVM), Random Forest from WEKA and performed 5-fold cross validation. SMO and Random Forest based classifier achieved comparable performance. In ex-2 http://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html#lexi-con periment section, we report experimental result for SMO classifier.
Action Classification
Similar to our approach for attitude classification, we developed a set of binary classifiers for classifying each action intention. Thus, we converted each action into binary values (using mean of scale as threshold). Classifiers for action classification used similar features as described for attitude classification. We tried state of the art classifiers such as Naive Bayes, SMO (SVM), Random Forest from WEKA, and performed 5-fold cross validation. We found that comparable performance from SMO and Random Forest. In experiment section, we report experimental result for SMO classifier.
Iterative Classification Approach
As we have shown in the former section, strong correlations can be found among different attitude characteristics and actions. Naturally, we ask the question if we could improve our prediction by leveraging the correlations among these variables. In this paper, we propose to use Iterative Classification Algorithm (ICA) (Sen et al. 2008) , one of the most popular approximate inference algorithms for collective classification, to help predict multiple attitude characteristics and actions jointly. In traditional machine learning community, classification is typically done on each object independently, without taking into account the underlying connections among objects. Collective classification algorithms, in contrast, refer to the combined classification of a set of interlinked objects. In general, exact inference for collective classification is known to be a NP-hard problem, so most of the research in collective classification has been devoted to the development of approximate inference algorithms. ICA is an approach based on local conditional classifiers. ICA assumes we have a classifier that takes the value of neighboring nodes and returns the best value for current node, which gives us extreme flexibility in choosing .
Since different attitude characteristics and actions are interlinked, they can be considered forming a graph. Each node represents a response variable whose class we need to predict, and an edge in the graph represents two response variables having correlation stronger than a threshold. Each node has two sets of features associated with it: static features and dynamic/relational features. Static features are those which remain unchanged during classification process in testing, while dynamic features are affected as classification process proceeds, i.e. the values of these features change during the testing phase because they reflect the predicted labels of a node's neighbors. In our case, the static features for each attitude characteristics or action are those we introduced for independent prediction; while the dynamic features are the prediction of all neighbor nodes. Although we are interested in predicting binary class labels for each response variable, instead of using either positive or negative label, we use the probability of positive class as the feature value for fine-grained prediction. The training process works just like traditional supervised learning. However, we need to train two classifiers for each response variable (i.e. attitude characteristics or actions) we want to predict. One classifier is trained using only static features, which is used in the initialization step in testing, because we know nothing about any of the response variables in the beginning; the other classifier is trained using both static features and relational features, which is used in the iterative classification step.
Formally, let be an attitude characteristics or action whose class we want to predict, and be all neighbor nodes of . For each , train two classifiers and using (feature vector for using only static features) and (feature vector for using both static and dynamic features). The algorithm for testing is shown in Figure 1 . In iterative inference methods, proper initialization not only helps an algorithm converge faster, but also helps to achieve better results. For step 3 of Figure 1 , we proposed an alternative initialization based on some heuristics to help better initialize the initial states of each node, which in return, gives better results constantly comparing to only using classifier . The issue of is that it performs too poorly in predicting some response variables. We only trust when the prediction is confident, meaning the probability of positive class is either higher or lower than a threshold, and we use 0.8 and 0.2 as thresholds in our experiment. While in other cases, we use the prediction of on attitude-favorability to initialize, as this characteristics has the highest accuracy. In such cases, if an attitude characteristics or action has positive correlation with attitude-favorability, we use the predicted value of attitude-favorability to initialize those attitude characteristics or action; otherwise we use one minus the predicted value of attitude-favorability to initialize those attitude characteristics or action. Since using the heuristics gives better results in our experiments, we only report the results based on this approach. Table 9 . Result of Action Classification (Delta) 
Experiments
Here we describe experiments we have performed to validate the effectiveness of our approach. Table 7 and 8 show the result of our attitude prediction for Delta and Fitbit datasets in terms of precision, recall, F1
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and AUC. We observe mixed result for attitude characteristics prediction. Attitude favorability can be predicted with reasonable accuracy (more than 65% AUC). However for other attitude characteristics, we found moderate to low prediction accuracy. This is perhaps due to the fact that our survey responders provided more reliable response for attitude favorability questions in comparison to the response of other attitude characteristics (e.g., it might be easier to provide a response on favorability in comparison to resistance). Furthermore, it is more intuitive that textual and sentiment based feature extracted from users' historical tweets contain predictive information to predict attitude favorability (i.e., how much they like/dislike a brand). Attitude accessibility and resistance were more difficult to predict which could be either due to the reason that our survey users did not provide very reliable response for those dimensions or users' historical tweets did not contain enough predictive feature for predicting them. Table 9 and 10 show the result of action prediction for both datasets in terms of precision, recall, F1 and AUC. Overall, actions can be predicted within 56% to 67% AUC. In each case, buy action achieves best performance, while prohibit action seems harder to predict. We think one of the difficulties of predicting prohibit action comes from the particularly unbalanced training data, as prohibit action is an extreme action that not many users would do. Figure 2 and 3 show the comparison of independent prediction and ICA based prediction for both datasets. We see a slight improvement of performance for few attitude characteristics and actions as a result of ICA based prediction. One of the most important reasons that this approach doesn't achieve as good results as we expected is because ideally we hope most classifiers using only static features could achieve reasonably good accuracy. However, due to the difficulty of the problem, only few attitude characteristics and actions could be predicted with reasonable accuracy. By interlinking different dimensions (attitude characteristics and actions), those dimensions with poor prediction bring more noise to the algorithm and even more confuse the classifiers on other dimensions.
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System for Customer Intervention
We integrated our prediction models with a visual analytics system for customer intervention. Such a system is designed to help customer service agents understand customer attitudes towards a brand and support agents to find customers to be targeted for direct intervention (Chen et al. 2013) . First, the system uses simple keyword filtering (e.g., @delta, @fitbit) to identify a set of Figure 4) shows an overview of customer attitudes and action intentions in a number of dimensions including favorability, persistence, confidence, accessibility, resistance, buy, recommend, and prohibit. A bar chart visualizes the distribution of the customers' attitude or action intention values along a dimension. The number in a bar denotes the total number of customers in the corresponding segment (see Figure 4) . This overview feature is useful for gaining a holistic understanding of customer attitudes and intentions. The system allows agents to create visual filters on any individual bar chart in the attitude & intention component by selecting a range on the axis, and customers within the selected range would then be shown in the detailed view component (left in Figure 4 ) to reflect the selection. These visual filters therefore support selecting target customers according to arbitrary criteria on any of the eight dimensions we provided. The filtering feature helps agents identify target customers for intervention.
The detailed view component (left in Figure 4 ) shows target customers' profiles extracted from social media. Agents can click on a customer's profile to see more detailed information (e.g., the customer's age, location, relevant tweets). This component is designed to provide sufficient contextual information for customer intervention.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented models to predict a Twitter user's attitude towards a brand in terms of a set of characteristics, and likelihood to take different actions based on attitudes. Our models are trained and tested using two realworld datasets. We have found that most of the attitude characteristics and action intentions can be predicted with moderate accuracy (60-65%). Furthermore, we have integrated our prediction models to a visualization interface to demonstrate usage in customer intervention. We identify several avenues of future research. First, we want to improve the accuracy of our attitude and action intention prediction models by further exploring available features, and their relationships. For example, we plan to investigate whether users' personality computed from text can help predict attitude towards different brands. Second, we plan to continue our investigation of joint modeling effort to predict attitude and action intentions together. Third, we are interested to explore how to construct attitude models which are easily scalable across multiple brands. For example, it will be interesting to know whether attitude toward one brand can help us learn attitude toward a related brand. Finally, we want to apply our models in real-world intervention scenarios and study their usage.
